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Tobacco.
The striking feature as regards its use is that whilst it is acknowledged to be a violent poison, and the smoking of it on first trial is in most cases productive of distressing symptoms?sufficient, it might be supposed, to produce an everlasting disgust?it has become more and more popular with little interruption, and has so spread from people to people, from country to country, that now it might be difficult to find a region in which it is unknown or a race that doe3 not indulge in it. Such a diffusion, such a general use, must be admitted to imply some peculiar charm belonging to it, some effects, some virtues which make it so followed and beloved, and so far must be received, we think, as a precognition in its favour, and justifying the poet's rhapsody: " Sublime tobacco, which from east to west Cheers the tar's labour and the Turkman's rest."?Byrox.
And Charles Lamb's more sober reflection:
" The old world was sure forlorn, Wanting thee!"
We need say little respecting the botany of the subject, or its history, the one being so well known, the other so imperfectly. Immediately opened, the heart was found contracting, and it continued to act for some time, even after fifty-five minutes a slight movement was seen of its auricles. The fluid, which had before been weighed, had by the contact sustained a loss of '4 grain. In other trials death was produced as rapidly by the contact of as minute a quantity to the same part, and in all but one instance was preceded by convulsions; in two instances the heart continued to act feebly for a minute or two, in one its action ceased immediately and was not excited by puncture. is not easy to determine. We wish it could be shown to be serious, [Jan. and that the dyspeptic ailments of our energetic transatlantic brethren are owing in part to this waste of a fluid which physiology teaches us is concerned in digestion, and the ejection of which?the squirting of it from the mouth?is so offensive to delicacy and so incompatible with cleanliness. If anywhere, in theUnited States we should witness the bad effects of tobacco, where its consumption is so extravagant. According to official accounts furnished to Congress in 1842, it would appear that the annual consumption of tobacco in the several States then amounted to 100,000,000 lbs., giving seven pounds to each man, woman, and child of the population, at a cost to the people of between four and five millions sterling.* That smoking tobacco is not attended with the same risk as chewing, we are inclined to infer rather from ct priori consideration than from actual experience; the consideration that nicotine is very inflammable, and must be consumed in great part in the act of thus using the weed, giving rise to new products, the kinds and qualities of which in great measure remain to be ascertained; but, be they what they may, with the exception of hydrocyanic acid, said to be one of these in extremely minute proportion, we may be pretty sure that they are greatly less active than nicotine.
8. "What are its good effects when used in moderation ? And if any, are we more certain of these than of its injurious, when used in excess 1 In a qualified manner we are disposed to answer both these questions in the affirmative. That the smoking of tobacco has a soothing, tranquillizing influence on those accustomed to it, is universally admitted, especially of its milder kinds, iV. persica and rustica, and this we hold to be its happiest effect, and that which gives it its greatest charm, and makes it so fascinating. Reviews.
[Jan?
uneasy feelings produced by mental and bodily exhaustion. 
